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The Case Report and the clinical pearls
our patients help us discover!!
as it can be published in relatively short
time compared to an RCT and if there is
a robust peer-review mechanism, it could
actually help better management of our
patients if it relays a sincere and honest
message to the clinicians and students.
In the recent past, the entertainment
industry has certainly profited a lot by
televising interesting programmes like
House MD and ER. The tele-serial
House MD has rekindled the art of
clinical medicine in addition to medicine
being just the science. In a way, the
critical care physician and the
anaesthesiologist are like medical
detectives (e.g. Sherlock Holmes) and
are placed in a unique position to probe
more in to the complex stratosphere of
intensive care medicine by taking up a
single case as a project.
Major epidemics and pandemics, have
their starting points published as case
reports. For example, the swine flu
epidemic of 2009 was first alerted to the
medical world by a case report [5], as
was the Ebola epidemic of 2014 in West
Africa [6]. In a way, the case report is
your whistle-blower to prevent a disaster,
even-though it may not pass muster
when it comes to hierarchy of levels of
evidence [7, 8].
In a nation as large and diverse as India,
early reporting of infectious diseases is
paramount and to this effect, a journal
reflecting the ethos and goals of an astute
clinician who strives for the common
good is important, and case reporting
through a robust peer-reviewed process
is a positive step forward in the right
direction. You would all agree with me
that we live in the era of Professor
Google and every problem gets referred
to the cyberspace before it reaches the
medical profession. Therefore, there is an
ever increasing need for information
exchange and academic networking.
Recently, I had a patient who presented
with Catastrophic
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understood especially in the developing
world [3] with clinicians tending to
adopt experience based medicine using
evidence [3] when it suits their own
idiosyncrasies and bias. In-fact, this
closely mirrors, confirmation bias [4],
wherein a medical practitioner starts to
manipulate the signs to finalise a
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diagnosis, instead of letting the signs take
their natural course and form a diagnosis.
Even more, intensive care clinicians are
Case reports have received much flak in
susceptible to momentum bias [4],
recent years, so much so that, it's not
especially when they take over the
only been relegated to the bottom of the
management of an extremely
ladder as far as evidence based medicine
complicated patient. This is the tendency
is concerned, but some journals have
to be fixated at the initial diagnosis and
indeed stopped publishing them [1].
failing to think beyond the box and
This is a significant retrograde step and, a
declining to question the dogmas and
big disincentive for any discerning
preconceived notions. I'm in no way,
medical student or a junior resident who
discounting the importance of evidence
wants to step into the realms of academic
based medicine, in-fact; robust evidence
medicine. When it comes to medical
comes from a well-designed, adequately
education, our system in India needs to
blinded, statistically powered thoroughly
move from the traditional ways of
executed, multi-center, randomised
textbook- based/teacher- directed
controlled trial (RCT). However, a busy
learning to a more pragmatic, selfdoctor would find it hard to apportion
directed/ case based learning [2]. The
enough time to conduct research of this
reason I say that is because, we need to
magnitude, especially with the issues
inculcate the art of critical thinking and
related to ethics committee approvals,
appraisal right from the beginning
financial grants, and other logistics, even
among our medical graduates. Towards
with well-oiled academic support
that effect, I feel a journal like Journal of
systems. Case reports can therefore offer
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the opportunity to these clinicians to
Reports (JACCR) is an encouraging
maintain their currency in the academic
initiative and will form a launching pad
world. Perhaps, the time has come for us
for many a successful researcher with
to move from evidence based medicine
regards to academic writing.
to personalised medicine. More
The concept of Evidence based medicine
importantly, because we are in a service
(EBM) [3] has not been fully
industry and patient centered care is the
mantra!
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way on God's earth, I could have learnt of
this condition if not for the previous case
reports/series which had explored this
topic and were published [9] in peerreviewed journals dealing with case
reports.
Similarly, if you look back in history,
Alexander Fleming [10] first reported the
discovery of penicillin as a wonder drug in
a laboratory in 1928, and published his
findings in the British Journal of
Experimental Pathology in June 1929.
However, it took another 12 years to get
the life-saving drug available to the general
public, thanks to the genius of Howard
Florey, Ernst Chain and their
contemporaries at the Sir William Dunn
School of Pathology at Oxford University.
Had we dismissed this drug which still
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rules the roost, based on the lack of an
RCT, millions of lives would never have
been saved.
Similarly, malaria [11] and syphilis [12]
were mentioned initially as cases. Clinical
paradigms and correlates like takotsubo
cardiomyopathy [13] and the role of
stress, thrombotic thrombocytopenic
purpura [14] and the therapeutic benefits
of plasmapheresis were first mentioned as
case reports and clinical observations
[15]. The list is endless and I dare say that
they have changed medical practice for the
better [15]. It is also important to realise
that while the case reports represent the
patient population at either end of the bell
curve, the clinical trials are aimed at
regression to the mean, and not all lessons
in evidence based medicine could be

learnt purely from clinical trials.
Finally, to come back to my initial
statement, the time is ripe for the
transition to personalised medicine [16].
In the circus of evidence based medicine,
the case report as the fringe player, needs a
fair deal and the time is now. The time has
certainly come to rejuvenate the art and
science of writing case reports particularly
in the field of critical care [15, 17].
We need case reports which tell the truth
and nothing but the truth and as Mark
Twain [18], once said, If you speak the
ttruth, you don't have to remember
anything. However, we also know that it
isn't just what we don't know that gets us
in trouble, but it's what we know for sure
that actually isn't so!
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